UNDER EMBARGO UNTIL 3PM (CEST)

ARSENAL TO TAKE ITS GLOBAL FANDOM TO THE NEXT LEVEL
BY LAUNCHING $AFC FAN TOKEN ON SOCIOS.COM

LONDON, JULY 19TH: Arsenal F.C, in partnership with Chiliz, the leading global blockchain providers for
the sports and entertainment industry, have announced that they will launch an $AFC Fan Token on the
Socios.com app.

Socios.com will become a digital meeting place for Arsenal’s worldwide fanbase, with the partnership
reflecting the Club’s drive to create a more engaging fan experience for their global following.
$AFC Fan Tokens will create new experiences for Arsenal supporters across the world, allowing them to
become part of a vibrant digital community on Socios.com. There will be countless engagement
opportunities on Socios.com for $AFC Fan Token holders, including the chance to influence the club in a
series of interactive polls across a variety of decisions every season.
Fans will also be able to access club-related content and experience Socios.com’s geo-location,
augmented reality feature ‘Token Hunt’. In addition, fans can put their skills to the test against other fans
from around the world in club-related games, competitions and quizzes, competing in global
leaderboards and earning real-life and digital club-related accolades, rewards and experiences along the
way.
The $AFC Fan Token will launch soon , with all existing and new My Arsenal Rewards Members having the
option to receive a free $AFC Fan Token for a limited time.
Fans can join My Arsenal Rewards by visiting arsenal.com/membership.
Socios.com is a direct-to-consumer (D2C) platform that leverages blockchain technology to provide the
world’s leading sporting organisations with the tools to engage with their global fanbases.

Created by Chiliz, the leading blockchain provider for the global sports and entertainment industry,
Socios.com has major expansion plans for 2021 and is targeting many more Fan Token launches
throughout the world. Socios.com has multiple office locations around the world and has already
opened new regional headquarters in Madrid, Istanbul, São Paulo and Buenos Aires. The company will
open a new office in North America in the near future.
Peter Silverstone, Commercial Director at Arsenal said: “We are excited to launch this partnership with
Socios.com that will bring our huge global fan base even closer to the club. Socios.com are leading the
way in blockchain in the sports industry, as we have seen from their relationships with other leading
European clubs. When we launch the $AFC Fan Tokens together we will give our hundreds of millions of
fans worldwide more opportunities to interact with the club and be a part of our global family.
“We are committed to finding new and innovative ways for all our supporters – whether local or
international – to get closer to the club. In addition to fan focused initiatives such as our groundbreaking
My Arsenal Rewards loyalty programme, and the Amazon All or Nothing documentary, the launch of the
$AFC Fan Token is another example of our renewed efforts in this space. We’re excited to work with
Socios.com to develop some amazing interactive opportunities for our fans to participate and interact
with the Club they love.

Alexandre Dreyfus, CEO of Chiliz and Socios.com, said: “Every football fan is part of a community. In
fact, one of the best things about being a football fan is feeling like you’re part of something bigger.
“Knowing that when you celebrate a goal, thousands, and, in Arsenal’s case, millions of Gooners, all
around the world, are jumping around celebrating - doing exactly the same thing you’re doing.
“There’s a global community of Arsenal fans united by their shared passion for their club.
“Socios.com will become the meeting place for these fans and $AFC Fan Tokens the tools through which
they are able to add a new layer to their relationship with the club.
“$AFC Fan Tokens will enable fans to access once-in-a-lifetime experiences and rewards, enjoy exclusive
content, games, competitions, chat and to connect with a global community of supporters.
“I’m incredibly proud to welcome Arsenal and the legions of Gooners all around the world to
Socios.com.”
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Transitioning passive fans into active fans is essential to the future of sport. Our vision is for an extensive network
of the world’s leading sporting organizations to achieve this through Fan Tokens and transactional fan engagement
on Socios.com. Fan Tokens, collectible, digital assets minted on the Chiliz blockchain, and the Socios.com fan
engagement platform enable the world’s biggest sporting properties to plug into a fan influence and fan reward
ecosystem. Socios.com has already generated $150M in revenues for sports teams in 2021. Over 40 major sporting

organisations, including UFC® , FC Barcelona, Juventus, AC Milan, Paris Saint-Germain, Valencia CF, Atletico Madrid,
Manchester City and the Argentina national team have partnered with Socios.com. Aston Martin Cognizant and
Alfa Romeo Racing ORLEN of Formula One™ have launched Fan Tokens. Leading esports organizations Team
Heretics, NAVI, OG and Alliance have all launched Fan Tokens on the platform. NHL side New Jersey Devils recently
became the first US sports franchise to partner with Socios.com, before being joined by the 76ers and Boston
Celtics of the NBA. Three leading IPL sides have also joined the Socios.com roster. Many more leading sports and
entertainment properties from around the world are set to launch Fan Tokens in the near future. Chiliz, the crypto
unicorn behind the Socios.com platform has 140+ employees and has already opened new regional headquarters
in Madrid, Istanbul, São Paulo.. The company will open a new office in North America in the near future. Chiliz
$CHZ has been listed on a host of major cryptocurrency exchanges around the world, including Coinbase and
Binance. Socios.com - creators of Fan Tokens - also own www.fantokens.com which will launch soon. The
Socios.com app is available in 10 languages. For more information please visit www.socios.com.

